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Marion Webber ~ Parton Endorsements
“I am very grateful for my artistic gifts and my wonderful patrons.
I can’t continue this journey without you.
In gratitude, thank you.”

“Marion is a super talented artist. She has a wealth of experience and knowledge in her field of painting and
teaching art. Marion exudes great passion and fierce energy when it comes to her love for painting. Her work
translates these emotions beautifully by taking you to a rather spiritual world where you connect with yourself
and the universe on many levels. The vibrant colours, soft yet efficiently intentional brush strokes and
spontaneous movement of her fingers on the canvas, create an effortless sense of artist at play. Some of her
series take 10 years to develop and manifest. Marion’s paintings are an excellent unique addition to any space.
Each piece will ignite a silent invitation to an inner dialogue - in your home or place of business, where your
family, friends, colleagues and clients can connect, converse over these one of a kind pieces of beautiful art.”
– Narges M., Interior Designer
“I regularly purchase art on behalf of clients from artists and galleries all over the world. Marion's work is
exceptional and very reasonably priced. I purchased six paintings for myself! This is one artist that you do not
want to miss.”
– Tim B., Architect
“I have been a collector of Marion's art for over a decade. Her work is beautiful and shows great care and skill. I
often move her paintings around my home as they change the feel of each room. Her work gives me peace and
joy. Many of my friends have complimented me on my choices.”
– Denise B.M., Patron
“I purchased a painting from Marion about 8-9 years ago and it hangs prominently in my apartment. Even today
its probably my favourite piece among about 10 works I own. I believe it has also appreciated in value. I wouldn't
hesitate to buy from Marion again if I have a desire for more art.”
– Derek B., Patron
“I purchased a number of pieces from Marion Webber. They decorate my home, my office and my grandson's
home. I was drawn to them for the warmth of vibrant colour and detailing which drew me into each scene.
I have had many positive comments on the pieces.”
– Margaret R., Patron
“I am a big fan of Marion's art. Over the few years I have bought two large paintings, a medium piece and a 6
smaller paintings. I never get tired of her paintings and really enjoy her depiction of grasses and trees.
I really recommend her work to anyone as I really feel it is good value for the quality of the works.”
– Jill L., Long Term Patron

